
Credit Eligibility: 

900L Cistern = 30% credit
 

Name:
Kevin

$180
 

Project Costs:
Cistern $50
Wooden support platform: $30
Pump: $100

Location:
Waterloo, Ontario

“The water pressure I get is the same as I would get from 
any hose – I can shoot it 50 feet! Yes, the pump uses elec-
tricity, but the amount is minuscule and we don’t notice a 
difference on our electricity bill, but we sure do notice a 
difference on our water bill!” 

Kevin’s problem was both practical and logistical – 
an outdoor tap placed on an inconvenient side of 
the house was causing him problems. Dragging a 
hose across his lawn meant that his kids’ bikes were 
constantly running over it, causing cracking and 
safety concerns. He already had rain barrels, but 
found it difficult to continually empty them which 
resulted in overflows and soggy grass. resulted in overflows and soggy grass. 

When Kevin found a used cistern for $50 he knew 
he could solve his problems.  He used the following 
stormwater soluions:

• 900L Cistern
• Wooden support platform
• Electric pump to the cistern (purchased at a local 
hardware store) 

900L
capacity

Credit Eligibility: 
2,880L rainwater harvesting
2,000L rain garden
 4,880L Total  = 45% credit
 

Names:
Nicole and Henry

$550
 

Project Costs:
DIY Rainwater Harvesting $250
DIY Rain Garden $200
Pump: $100

Location:
Kitchener, Ontario

Nicole and Henry installed a series of rain water 
collection systems on their property. One is located 
at the front of their home to water the garden. 
Another is connected to a diverter that directs rain 
water underground  in case of overflow. Two more 
downspouts in the the backyard feed into two 
1,000L cisterns, elevated on concrete blocks to 
increase the water pressure. Rain barrels increase the water pressure. Rain barrels 
connected to the cisterns have an electric pump 
that is used to help with irrigating their extensive 
gardens. Any excess overflow from the cisterns 
flows into a 3m x 8m rain garden where it can soak 
into the ground naturally.

“We created a system that embodies the idea of using the 
rainwater we’re given for free. It gives us better drainage 
and it’s good for both the plants and the earth. “

4,880L
capacity
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